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Coal seam gas: opportunit ies, methods & 
impacts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I’m speaking to you on behalf of GISERA; a collaborative research vehicle initiated by CSIRO to undertake research to address challenges and opportunities arising from gas industry growth. You can find out more about GISERA at its website.



Why are we talking about gas? 

● Australia’s & the world’s 
energy use cont inues to rise 

● Australia is seeking to cost-
effect ively transit ion to a 
lower carbon economy 

● Australia has large quant it ies 
of CSG 

● Global demand for LNG is 
rising 
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Presentation Notes
Natural gas: rising demand, and supplyAustralia’s energy use continues to rise – Australia's by 2%, the globe’s by 5% paAustralia is seeking to cost-effectively transition to a lower carbon economy; CSG has a role to play here.	It will remain more cost effective than alternative renewable sources of energy for several decades. 	In the majority of cases the electricity generation GHG footprint from CSG is 15-50% more favourable than that from coal.Australia’s proven and probable (2P) CSG reserves are significant – about 28,000 PJ, enough to supply the nation’s electricity needs for 11 years. The proven, probably and possible (3P) reserves – 300,000 PJ – are enough to meet current electricity needs for 120 years, or about 62 years at current rates of demand growth.Global demand for LNG is rising, representing a significant trade opportunity.Australia has 3 main types of unconventional gas that are currently in frame – let’s just step through those very briefly before looking more closely at water issues....



Are we agreed on the scale of the issues? 

● Variable rate & scale of 
development 

● Variable rate & scale of 
impacts & opportunit ies 

– how many wells? 

– how much water? 

– how much farmland? 

– how many jobs? 

– what f inancial benefit? 

Gas (Mt pa) 

Time (years) 

60 

40 

20 
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Presentation Notes
 We’re not certain about the rate at which the industry will unfold, or how big it will ultimately be. Whether the industry becomes 20 or 60 million tonnes per annum will help to determine whether or not: it installs 10,000 or 20,000 wells it removes 90 or 320 GL of groundwater each year it occupies 10,000 or 60,000 ha of farmland To date, lack of agreement about these underlying assumptions has hampered rational discussion of the scale of the impacts and opportunities offered by the industry.With that caveat, let’s look at some gas industry facts.



Proven and probable reserves of CSG 

Bowen 27% 

Clarence- Moreton 2% 

Surat 61% 

Gunnedah 7% 

Sydney & Gloucester 3% 
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Presentation Notes
CSG’s 2P 28,000 PJ comprises ca 90% of Australia’s proven and probable onshore petroleum resources.According to ABARES, CSG is the only proven onshore petroleum resource likely to grow and contribute to Australia’s energy mix for the next 20 years, and is likely to grow by ca 15% pa to 2030, at which point it will provide an estimated 30% of Australia’s gas needs.CSG comprises ca 90% of Australia’s proven and probable onshore petroleum resources (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p3.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf)CSG is the only proven onshore petroleum resource likely to grow and contribute to Australia’s energy mix for the next 20 years, and is likely to grow by ca 15% pa to 2030, at which point it will provide an estimated 30% of Australia’s gas needs (ABARE 2010; Australian energy projections 2029-2030; http://adl.brs.gov.au/data/warehouse/pe_abarebrs99014434/energy_proj.pdf)Map of Australia’s onshore sedimentary basins and figures for distribution of CSG reserves derived from NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; pp 3 & 4



Continuing explorat ion for CSG 

Arckaringa 

Perth 

Fingal- Dalmayne 

Pedirka 

Galilee 
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And as exploration continues, more coal seam gas is likely to be discovered and, eventually, recovered.Map of Australia’s onshore sedimentary basins and figures for distribution of CSG reserves derived from NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; pp 3 & 4



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given all this, the indications are that we’re looking at the upper end of the scale for both impacts and opportunities.Let’s look at the gas production process...from well to power station... to see what might unfold....



Coal seam gas miscellany 

● Coal seam gas was formed 
when coal was being made 200-
280 mya 

● The gas has been trapped 
underground at 200 to 1000 m 
depth, largely by water pressure 

● >  95% pure methane 

● Queensland has 90- 95% of 
Australia’s 2P CSG 

● CSG ≠ shale ≠ UCG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Australia’s coal seam gas is generally methane of high (>95%) purity, formed 200 to 280 million years ago (Jurassic, Triassic – Permian periods), or 100-200 million years before Muttaburrasaurus roamed Queensland’s coal fields.It has been trapped underground by water pressure, water that must be removed to access the gas.Data for gas depth: Santos: Gunnedah Basin Gas coal seam gas overview: http://www.santos.com/library/Santos_Gunnedah_Basin_CSG_Overview.pdfData for methane purity: Coal seam gas fact sheet; Qld Dept of Infrastructure and Planning May 2009. Data for gas reserves: Australia’s Identified Mineral Resources; Geosciences Australia: http://www.australianminesatlas.gov.au/aimr/commodity/coal_seam_gas_10.jsp; also Queensland LNG Industry Viability and Economic Impact Study, Qld Department of Infrastructure and Planning, 1 May 2009.



CSG ex tract ion 

● Wells are inserted to a depth of 
400- 1000 m 

● Water must be pumped from the 
coal seam to allow egress of gas 

● Water and gas are separated and 
processed away from the well site 

● Water & gas product ion peak in 
years 1+  & 2+  

0.3 x  1000 m 

Presenter
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Australia is fortunate to have CSG reserves of high purity, which reduces the cost and environmental footprint of production.Information on timelines of water and gas removal: LNG from CSG – challenges and opportunities;  Nigel J Unsworth: 16th International Conference on Liquefied Natural Gas.Data on fraccing fluid constituents: DERM Qld: Fraccing: http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/environmental_management/coal-seam-gas/fraccing.htmlData on current fraccing frequency: DERM Qld; Hydraulic fracturing (fraccing) in CSG wells (March 2011): http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/factsheets/pdf/environment/en10.pdfData on estimated future fraccing frequency: 10-40% as development progresses (DERM Qld; Hydraulic fracturing (fraccing) in CSG wells (March 2011): http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/factsheets/pdf/environment/en10.pdf), with fraccing more prevalent in the Bowen than Surat basin.Data on number of current wells in Qld: 4,489 coal seam gas wells, figure derived from List of coal seam gas wells, downloaded from DEEDI Interactive Resource and Tenure maps 20/9/2011, http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/geoscience/interactive-resource-tenure-maps.htm.The ratio of co-produced water to energy currently stands at 50 ML/PJ for the Bowen basin and 193 ML/PJ for the Surat basin (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p11.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf). This is significantly lower than that for Alberta Plains in Canada (245 ML/PJ).



Hydraulic f racturing – ‘ f raccing’  

● Fraccing increases rate & volume of 
gas extract ion 

● Fraccing current ly applied to 8% of 
wells, increasing to 10- 40% over t ime 

● Fraccing uses mainly water (ca 90%) 
and sand (ca 9%), with ca 1- 3% 
addit ives 

● In Australia, ‘ fraccing’ addit ives 
believed to present low risk via: 
– d ilu tion , rem oval, d eg rad ation  & 

sep ara tion  
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Hydraulic fracturing has attracted a lot of attention.It’s a technique used to enable more gas to come from fewer wells, by enabling gas to travel further and faster through coal seams towards production wells.Data on current fraccing frequency: DERM Qld; Hydraulic fracturing (fraccing) in CSG wells (March 2011): http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/factsheets/pdf/environment/en10.pdfData on estimated future fraccing frequency: 10-40% as development progresses (DERM Qld; Hydraulic fracturing (fraccing) in CSG wells (March 2011): http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/factsheets/pdf/environment/en10.pdf), with fraccing more prevalent in the Bowen than Surat basin.Data on number of current wells in Qld: 4,489 coal seam gas wells, figure derived from List of coal seam gas wells, downloaded from DEEDI Interactive Resource and Tenure maps 20/9/2011, http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/geoscience/interactive-resource-tenure-maps.htm.Data on fraccing fluid constituents: DERM Qld: Fraccing: http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/environmental_management/coal-seam-gas/fraccing.htmlInsights into fraccing risk; many sources, including: http://www.aplng.com.au/pdf/condabri/Report_Hydraulic_Fracturing_Environmental_Assessment.pdfHuman or stock toxicity data are not available for the majority of fraccing chemicals, largely because many are used in the food industry. Consequently, aquatic life toxicity data analyses are often used instead.Toxicity values are highest (lowest LC50; 160 micrograms/L) for sodium hypochlorite (pool chlorine) and lowest (highest LC50; 24,000,000 micrograms/L for sodium thiosulphate ( a dechlorinator!). Most fraccing chemicals are required in very high concentrations in order to be toxic. Achieving a toxic concentration is difficult because:the concentration in the fracc fluid is initially low, and becomes lower when diluted by the coal seam water (fracc fluid represents about 0.07% of aquifer volume)60-80% of the fracc fluid is removed within 20 d of the fraccFracc chemicals are actively (by addition of degraders) and passively degradedFraccing fluids are present to create gels (needed to evenly distribute proppants), act as surfactants (to increase fluid recovery) and to prevent bacterial growth (preserve gel function, prevent contaminant [e.g. H2S] gas formation. The ‘other’ fraccing constituents are added to break down gels (once proppant is in place, so that gas and water can flow), and to degrade hazardous fraccing chemicals (e.g. sodium thiosulphate is used to degrade sodium hypochlorite).Image: http://madmikesamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/fracking-production1.gif



The gas network 

● Wells may be spaced on a 750 m 
grid, and may total ca 12- 40,000 
wells 

● Regional compressors feed power 
stat ions (domestic) or LNG trains 
(export) 

● Pipeline network will be extensive, 
largely underground 

● 26% (and rising) of Qld’s electricity 
is generated using CSG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My money’s on there being a maximum of about 20,000 wells at any one time and about 40,000 in total.Well spacing data: wells may be placed in a grid with a spacing of 500-1000m, depending on the field. A landowner’s guide to Coal Seam Gas exploration and production (Origin energy). http://origintogether.com/wp-content/factsheets/What_is_Coal_Seam_Gas.pdfNo of wells data: 40,000 wells may be the total number of wells across the life of the developments. The industry is currently capable of completing ca 750 wells pa (http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/bn/sci/CoalSeamGas.htm), and with an expected well life of up to 25 years, it is unlikely that the number of operational wells will exceed 18,750 at any time.The number of wells completed in 2009-10 was 600, down from 735 in 2008-09 (http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/mining/production.htm) Pipe diameter data: http://origintogether.com/wp-content/factsheets/What_is_Coal_Seam_Gas.pdfElectricity production from gas data: Electricity in Queensland, Energy Futures: http://www.energyfutures.qld.gov.au/energy-in-queensland/electricity-generation.htm



Gas processing 
● CSG will be converted to LNG by cleaning, 

cooling (- 161°C) & compressing in LNG 
trains at Curt is Island 

● ca 80% of CSG will be exported, following 
conversion to LNG 

● Annual exports may total 50 mmt pa 

● LNG transport have proven safe 

● LNG creation is GHG intensive, ca 4.5 t  
CO2- e per 10 t  LNG (est.) 

● Export requires dredging & marine 
infrastructure 

● Increase in shipping traff ic (10% above 
projected rise 
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Presentation Notes
My money’s on there being a maximum of about 20,000 wells at any one time and about 40,000 in total.Well spacing data: wells may be placed in a grid with a spacing of 500-1000m, depending on the field. A landowner’s guide to Coal Seam Gas exploration and production (Origin energy). http://origintogether.com/wp-content/factsheets/What_is_Coal_Seam_Gas.pdfNo of wells data: 40,000 wells may be the total number of wells across the life of the developments. The industry is currently capable of completing ca 750 wells pa (http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/bn/sci/CoalSeamGas.htm), and with an expected well life of up to 25 years, it is unlikely that the number of operational wells will exceed 18,750 at any time.The number of wells completed in 2009-10 was 600, down from 735 in 2008-09 (http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/mining/production.htm) Pipe diameter data: http://origintogether.com/wp-content/factsheets/What_is_Coal_Seam_Gas.pdfElectricity production from gas data: Electricity in Queensland, Energy Futures: http://www.energyfutures.qld.gov.au/energy-in-queensland/electricity-generation.htm



Gas use 
● Most CSG will be burned from 

LNG to generate electricity, 
domestically or abroad 

● CSG is more thermally eff icient 
than coal (+ 5 -  10%) 

● Electricity from CSG is usually 
more GHG eff icient than coal (15 
-  50%; est.) 

● CSG =  0.44 t  CO2- e per MWh 
(est.), whole of lifecycle 

● Estimates need to be confirmed 
using measures on specif ic 
assets 

Presenter
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Thermal efficiency data: Greenhouse gas emissions study of Australian LNG (Worley Parsons 2008, 2011)Electrical efficiency data:Data derived from: Greenhouse gas emissions study of Australian LNG (Worley Parsons 2008, 2011)CSG whole of lifecycle data derived from: Greenhouse gas emissions study of Australian LNG (Worley Parsons 2008, 2011)



The CSG water network 

● Water is a by- product of gas 
product ion 

● Water product ion per well in Qld has 
averaged ca 4 olympic pools per year 

● The CSG industry likely to produce ca 
95 GL water/ yr (30% that init ially 
predicted) 

● Water contains avg. 6 g/ L salts (range 
0.2 - 10) 

● Peak salt  product ion likely ca 0.6 mmt 

● Mult iple opt ions ex ist for disposal of 
water & salt  
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Presentation Notes
This slide speaks for itself.* Apparently these data do not include water co-production during the dewatering phase – only that occurring during production, so figures are potential underestimates. (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p7.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf).Water production per well data: (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p5.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf). See also Gloucester coal seam gas project community fact sheet 5; September 2008: http://www.agl.com.au/Downloads/Gloucester_Water.pdfTotal water production data (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p13.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf).Water production data triangulated using data from Qld coal seam gas overview (Feb 2011); water production in 2009/10 totalled 16,999 ML, for 212 PJ produced from ca 3,000 wells (1,600 production wells), which is equal to 29 kL per production well per day. Note that water may be higher than average due to many wells being new.Salt concentration in associated water is generally in the range 0.2 – 10 g/L total dissolved solids (Salt and brine management in coal seam gas production; DERM 2011; http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/factsheets/pdf/environment/en9.pdf) and has averaged about 6 g/L salts to date (Arrow Energy: Working together - coal seam gas development project guidelines (http://www.arrowenergy.com.au/icms_docs/32829_Coal_seam_gas_development_guidelines_110808.pdf).Peak water production estimates based on (Helmuth 2008): Scoping study – Groundwater Impacts of Coal Seam gas Development: Assessment and Monitoring.Salt production estimates based on product of salt and water estimates, above.Qld government estimates associated water production of (http://www.industry.qld.gov.au/documents/LNG/Blueprint_for_Queenslands_LNG_Industry.pdf):126 GL/year for a 10 Mtpa industry196 GL/year for a 28 Mtpa industry281 GL/year for a 40 Mtpa industryNWC estimates most likely total water production 306 GL/year: (NWC 2011, Waterlines Report No 54; p14.; http://www.nwc.gov.au/resources/documents/Waterlines_no_54_onshore_co-produced_water_extent_and_management2.pdf).QWC report (2012) provided  an estimate of ca 95 GL pa.
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That’s a snapshot of the CSG-LNG process.What are some of the likely impacts of impacts of CSG development?I won’t discuss them all, but will highlight some of the main ones. Happy to answer questions on others.



Coal seam gas introduces new neighbours 

Potent ial coal seam gas 
< 75,000 ha 

Current coal 
75,000 ha 

Small number of large assets 
=  few neighbours 

Large number of small assets 
=  many neighbours 

Presenter
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The first consequence is that new neighbours become introduced to each other in large numbers, often for the first time. There will be new experiences and lessons for them all.Maps derived from: http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/geoscience/interactive-resource-tenure-maps.htmLand area data: land used by mining in Australia (2001/02) is 136,600 ha, or 0.02% of the land mass: Land Use in Australia at a Glance; Bureau of Resource Sciences; http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/landuse/pdf_files/Web_LandUseataGlance.pdfLand area data: land used by mining in Qld (2009) is 120,600 ha or 0.1% of Qld’s land mass. Data from report generated using ACLUMP: Australian Collaborative Land Use and Management Practice; http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/landuse/pdf_files/state/3.pdf; accessed via: http://adl.brs.gov.au/mapserv/landuse/index.cfm?fa=app.reportCoal area data: Anderson, T R, 2002, Closing the Rehabilitation Gap - A Queensland Perspective. Proc. "Green Processing 2002: International Conference on the Sustainable Processing of Minerals", Australasian Institute of Mining & Metallurgy (AusIMM), Cairns, QLD, May 2002, pp 93-97. Reported in: The Sustainability of Mining in Australia : Key Production Trends and Their Environmental Implications for the Future p.122-123; Gavin Mudd (2009); http://users.monash.edu.au/~gmudd/files/SustMining-Aust-Report-2009-Master.pdf



Impacts -  social 

• Signif icant internal migrat ion 
- social infrastructure 

demands 
- competit ion for labour 

• Community funct ion & well-
being 

• Uncertainty 

• Autonomy 

• Capacity to engage & respond 



Potent ial impacts on agricultural land 

● Alienat ion 

● Fragmentat ion 

● Degradat ion 

● Self- determinat ion 

● Amenity 

Presenter
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We can expect alienation of between 2-5% of farm land in areas where there’s intensive development.There will be impeded access to a greater area through fragmentation. In Queensland, it’s likely that 13,000 – 60,000 ha of land will be alienated for up to 25 years. That’s probably significant at a local level. At a national level translates to a reduction in grain producing capacity of a little less than 0.2%Farmers can also expect land degradation (weeds, erosion, soil compaction), and an impaired ability to exercise autonomy on their farms, and to enjoy the visual and aural amenity to which they’re accustomed.As a former farmer I can attest that, for farming communities, these are major impacts.



Potent ial impacts on water resources 

● Drawdown 

● Depressurisat ion 

● Contaminat ion 

● Subsidence 

● Salt  

● ‘New’ water 
resources 

● Potent ial to offset 
ex ist ing withdrawals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we’ve outlined, coal seam gas extraction necessarily involves the extraction of large volumes of water.This may have some negative impacts for water users, such as agriculture.There will be aquifer drawdown. In some places this could see aquifer levels subside by tens of metres for tens of years, in others it will reduce aquifer levels by several metres for several hundred years.A natural consequence of groundwater and gas removal is groundwater depressurisation. This will alter flow rates and directions within aquifers, potentially leading to lateral mixing and consequently variation in groundwater quality. This could affect agricultural water supplies.Contamination can occur via several routes. One is the groundwater mixing just mentioned. The others require an ‘accident’ such as a hydraulic fracture that extends beyond a coal seam, a faulty well or an industrial spill. The risk of contamination from hydraulic fracturing and faulty wells is believed to be low, partly because it shouldn't happen often, but mainly because the depressurisation of aquifers will see ‘clean’ water being sucked towards coal seams rather than ‘unclean’ water being pushed out of them. Surface spills may not differ greatly from those already known to the agriculture industry.Depressurisation of coal seams will lead to compression of the order of 5% or less. Given the depth of the coal seams, current understanding is that this is unlikely to propagate to the surface to an appreciable extent, so agricultural impacts are expected to be negligible.Associated water contains an average 6 g/L dissolved salts. The Surat Basin can expect to bring to the surface about 450,000 to 840,000 tonnes of salt pa, for which there exist several methods of disposal. Again, agricultural impacts from salt disposal are expected to be negligible.There may also be positive impacts for water users, such as agricultureAccess to water that was previously too deep or too salty for agriculture may create new agricultural water resources, such as irrigation water. Associated water, following appropriate treatment, may be suitable for this purpose and could add to the volume of water available for irrigation.Alternatively, treated associated water could be used in irrigation to offset existing agricultural withdrawals, reducing the impacts of agriculture on already stressed shallow aquifers.Because water volumes, locations and durations aren’t clear, neither is the cost-effective level of investment in water use infrastructure.



What is CSG’s GHG footprint? 

• CSG is likely to reduce GHG intensity of 
electricity product ion cf. coal 

• All available f igures for operat ional GHG 
intensity are ‘best available’  & based on 
analogues & est imates: 

• power stat ions f ired with CSG can 
reduce ghg by 15- 50% cf. black coal 
and 70% cf. brown coal 

• ca 4.5 t  CO2- e per 10t LNG (est.) 

• Lit t le data on fugit ive emissions 

• GHG intensity sensit ive to variat ion in 
fugit ive emissions 
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Greenhouse gas impacts may occur through embodied energy, operational energy, fugitive emissions & foregone captureFugitive emissions: “unconventional projects that produce LNG from coal seam gas are expected to produce very few emissions. Because coal seam gas has a very low CO2 content, production of LNG from some fields may not require acid gas stripping, a major source of fugitive emissions. While these projects may have significant energy requirements for extracting the gas, resulting in higher direct combustion emissions, fugitive emissions associated with LNG production from coal seam gas are projected to be low.”  Fugitive emissions projections, Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (2010); p5. http://www.climatechange.gov.au/en/publications/projections/australias-emissions-projections/fugitive-emissions.aspxOther figures referenced elsewhere in this presentation.



Biodiversity 

• Terrestrial habitat & biodiversity under 
added pressure  

• Habitats and species differ in their: 

- current ‘health’ status 

- sensit ivity to change 

• Benefit  from better understanding  

- levels of current & future pressure 

- cumulat ive impacts of human act ivity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Terrestrial habitat and biodiversity will be placed under additional pressure in what is, from a  biodiversity perspective, an already fragmented and degraded landscape Habitats and species differ in their: current ‘health’ status sensitivity to change Benefit from better understanding levels of current and future pressure Benefit from better understanding cumulative impacts of anthropogenic activity We have the tools for the job Apply them to prioritise and optimise conservation effort



Impacts – marine environment 

• Marine impacts will arise largely through 
dredging, marine infrastructure & increased 
shipping traff ic 

• Dredging impacts direct ly via digging & 
indirect ly via altered sediment transport 

- Can reduce food supply, increase 
hunt ing & therefore boat strike 

• Marine infrastructure can provide habitat, if  
designed appropriately 

• Increased shipping traff ic during 
construct ion & operat ion may increase turt le 
& dugong strikes, general disturbance 

• Curt is Island is at the southern end of the 
GBR 

Presenter
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The data below for dugongs is derived from DERM: http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/wildlife-ecosystems/wildlife/caring_for_wildlife/marine-strandings-data.htmlDugongAnnual stranding for the period 1 January - 13 September 2011, with comparison to regional total figures for the same period in previous years.Year		2011	2010	2009	2008	All of Queensland	(incl. 3 released alive)	144 total	64	34	27	Moreton Bay, 27°	16	13	6	11	Hervey Bay, 25°	14	4	9	3	Gladstone, 23°	8	2	1	1	Townsville, 19°	47	15	5	3	Cairns, 16°		11	13	4	0	Remainder of Qld	48	17	9	9				Marine turtleAnnual strandings for the period 1 January – 13 September 2011, with comparison to regional total figures for the same period in previous years.Year	2011	2010	2009	2008 	All of Queensland	811 verified on StrandNet140 require verification	972 total 	(includes 122 alive)	538	597	525	Moreton Bay, 27°	183	203	341	259	Hervey Bay, 25°	60	58	70	46	Gladstone, 23°	187	37	26	31	Townsville, 19°	188	57	23	19	Cairns, 16°		20	13	3	12	Remainder of Qld	173	170	134	158	It is understood that Qld’s floods, and sediment arising from them, have reduced food supplies largely by reducing productivity of seagrass beds. This in itself makes animals more vulnerable, a vulnerability that increases as animals scout more for food making them more liable to boat strike. Boat strike is counted as an anthropogenic cause of death, which comprises an average of ca 60% of dugong deaths (2009-2010). 



Heterogeneous distribut ion of impacts & opportunit ies 

CSG development is of a type 
& scale that generates 
opportunit ies & challenges at 
every stage of project life 

Challenges & opportunit ies 
are not distributed evenly in 
space or t ime, or amongst 
stakeholders 

This understandably fosters 
tension & uncertainty 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: http://farm1.static.flickr.com/129/407126569_9f54dad2d0.jpg 



Scale dependent certainty 

The certainty with which impacts 
& outcomes can be predicted 
declines with the scale at which 
they are considered 

• Resource developments are 
approved at a regional scale, for 
which there is a reasonable 
degree of certainty 

• Resource development impacts 
are experienced by people 
mainly at a local scale, for which 
there is less certainty 
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We need to provide people with data and knowledge that enables them to understand what’s going to happen in their backyard, so that they can negotiate and plan for change.Image: http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_r4BQnDqwJSQ/TJVzK_Rqq8I/AAAAAAAAJHc/-5R0idOdaGU/s1600/Great+Dane+and+Chihuahua+small.jpg



GISERA independence 
GISERA purpose- built  to ensure that: 

• identif icat ion of research priorit ies 

• select ion... 

• conduct... 

• report ing of research projects 

is independent of gas interests 
 

• Only the Research Advisory Committee (2/ 9 industry 
members) can develop, approve or stop projects 

• All reports publicly available following CSIRO peer- review 

• All ‘ internal’  documentat ion publicly available at 
www.gisera.org.au  

 
 



Thank you 

Peter Stone 
 
Phone: + 61 7 3833 5659 
Mobile: +  61 419 285 192 
Email: gisera@gisera.org.au 

Thank you 
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